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1. Can fast early rates reconcile molecular dates, By L. D. Bromham
Molecular dates consistently place the divergence of major metazoan lineages in the Precambrian, leading to the

suggestion that the `Cambrian explosion’ is an artefact of preservation which left earlier forms unrecorded in the

fossil record. Page 1041

These results have been used to suggest that the ‘Cambrian explosion’, the inferred rapid evolutionary radiation of

virtually all animal phyla in as little as 510 Myr, is an artefact of preservation which left earlier forms unrecorded in

the fossil record. Page 1041

This hypothesis suggests that complex macroscopic metazoans persisted throughout the latest Precambrian, despite

the paucity of metazoan body fossils immediately preceding the Cambrian explosion. Page 1046

The Precambrian genesis plus Cambrian explosion scenario also implies a perplexing view of a major evolutionary

radiation: a long period of cryptic speciation with increasing developmental complexity and anatomical

sophistication, yet without substantial behavioural or ecological modification or diversification, followed by a

sudden increase in morphological and ecological innovation. Page 1046

Proceedings Of The Royal Society B, 2000, Volume 267, Pages 1041-1047

2. Darwin's dilemma, By Simon Conway Morris
This speaks against a much more ancient origin of the metazoans, and current work is doing much to reconcile the

apparent discrepancies between the fossil record, including the Ediacaran assemblages of latest Neoproterozoic age

and molecular ‘clocks’. Hypotheses to explain the Cambrian ‘explosion’ continue to be generated, but the recurrent

confusion of cause and effect suggests that the wrong sort of question is being asked. Page 1069

There are, however, immediate difficulties. The absence of an obvious metazoan fossil record in these ancient

sediments implies a cryptic and microscopic fauna. Page 1069

http://www.sciencemag.org/content/293/5532/1129

Heckman et al. (2001), for example, have argued for the appearance of land plants hundreds of millions of years

before the first fossil appearance in the Late Ordovician–Early Silurian. Page 1070

As already noted, the evidence for deep origins is increasingly questionable, and correspondingly the divergence in

estimates of origination has been considerably reduced. Page 1070

The interpretation of Ediacaran assemblages constitutes one of the major challenges to palaeontology. Page 1072

This latter field, however, remains fluid, with many unresolved issues. Page 1072

In this context, palaeontological evidence is problematic, because some widely differing interpretations of fossil

material lead to disparate phylogenies. Page 1072

Correspondingly, among extant faunas there are a number of still-enigmatic groups. Page 1073

Proceedings Of The Royal Society B, 2006, Volume 361, Pages 1069-1083

http://www.sciencemag.org/content/293/5532/1129
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3. The Cambrian "Explosion", By Simon Conway Morris
William Buckland knew about it, Charles Darwin characteristically agonized over it, and still we do not fully

understand it. "It," of course, is the seemingly abrupt appearance of animals in the Cambrian "explosion." The crux

of this evolutionary problem can be posed as a series of interrelated questions. Is it a real event or simply an artefact

of changing fossilization potential? If the former, how rapidly did it happen and what are its consequences for

understanding evolutionary processes? Page 4426

Al though the pattern of evolution is clearer, the underlying processes still remain surprisingly elusive. Page 4429

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 2000, Volume 97, Number 9, Pages 4426-4429

4. Testing the Cambrian explosion, By Lindell Bromham
The early history of the Metazoa, whether originating as part of a Cambrian ‘‘explosion’’ or with an extended,
Precambrian “phylogenetic fuse,” remains controversial (1–3). Page 12386

Pre-Vendian animals are likely to have been small and soft-bodied, because known fossils of Precambrian animals
lack hard parts (26) and thus would have had poor fossilization potential. Page 12387
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 1998, Volume 95, Pages 12386–12389

5. Can Fast Early Rates Reconcile Molecular Dates, By Lindell D. Bromham
Molecular dates consistently place the divergence of major metazoan lineages in the Precambrian, leading to the

suggestion that the 'Cambrian explosion' is an artefact of preservation which left earlier forms unrecorded in the

fossil record. Page 1041

The use of a 'molecular clock' for estimating the dates of lineage divergence has proved one of the most useful

aspects of molecular phylogenetic analyses. However, the results of many studies have been controversial because

molecular date estimates are, in many cases, dramatically older than the divergence times estimated from

palaeontological data alone. Page 1041

Proceedings: Biological Sciences, 2000, Volume 267, Number 1447, Pages 1041-1047

6. Origin of the Eumetazoa, By Kevin J. Peterson
Molecular clocks have the potential to shed light on the timing of early metazoan divergences, but differing

algorithms and calibration points yield conspicuously discordant results. Page 9547

The sudden appearance of diverse metazoan fossils 530 million years ago (Ma) is the focus of ongoing and heated

debate. Page 9547

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 2005, Volume 102, Number 27, Pages 9547–9552

7. Burgess Shale Faunas, By Simon Conway Morris
The fossil record may be the book of organic history, but like the worst of chroniclers, the scribe responsible suffers

from shocking lapses of memory and much prefers the broad brush of interpretation to finicky minutia. Page 339

The failure to find unequivocal evidence should not necessarily be construed as a definitive rejection of the notion

that there were pre-Ediacaran metazoans. Page 339

At first sight, the contrasts between the Ediacaran faunas and those of the Cambrian seem almost absolute (2, 3).

Science, New Series, 1989, Volume 246, Number 4928, Pages 339-346
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9. Tempo and mode of evolution, By Kevin J. Peterson
One of the enduring puzzles to Stephen Jay Gould about life on Earth was the cause or causes of the fantastic

diversity of animals that exploded in the fossil record starting around 530 Ma, the Cambrian explosion. Page 36

Paleobiology, Spring 2005, Pages 36-55

10. Clues to the Cambrian Explosion, By Xavier Fernandez-Busquets
The Cambrian explosion of life was a relatively short period approximately 540 Ma that marked a generalized

acceleration in the evolution of most animal phyla, but the trigger of this key biological event remains elusive. Page

2551

The Cambrian explosion is widely regarded as one of the most relevant episodes in the history of life on Earth

(Conway-Morris 2006), when about half of living animal phyla first appear in the fossil record, and yet, its origins

and causes remain controversial (Marshall 2006). Page 2551

Molecular Biology And Evolution, 2009, Volume 26, Number 11, Pages 2551–2561

11. Who Owns the Cambrian Explosion?, By Jeffrey Levinton
But it became the essence of the Cambrian debates as to whether one could ever get them right, or whether many

were members of novel groups of high taxonomic rank that became extinct and could not be placed easily into our

current structure. Page 202

His interpretations of the fascinating and controversial Wiwaxia and the enigmatic halkyerids suggest a very

interesting set of hypotheses that will undoubtedly attract serious attention in the future. Page 203

The Quarterly Review of Biology, 1999, Volume 74, Number 2, Pages 201-204

13. Evolution's Big Bang, By Richard A. Kerr
Then something clicked, and animals burst into a multimillion-year frenzy of evolutionary innovation like nothing

ever seen before or since. Page 1274

"This Big Bang in animal evolution happened faster than we imagined," says Sepkoski. And that means

palaeontologists will have to reconsider past explanations of what caused the Cambrian explosion and possibly come

up with new ones. Page 1274

Science, New Series, 1993, Volume 261, Number 5126, Pages 1274-1275

14. Metazoan Divergence Times, By Kevin J. Peterson
Although the Cambrian explosion is of singular importance to our understanding of the history of life, it continues to

defy explanation. Page 6536

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 2004, Volume 101, Number 17, Pages 6536–6541

15. Timing Evolution's Early Bursts, By Richard A. Kerr
What got algal evolution out of its rut? Knoll doubts it was anything physical. "No one has as yet identified a major

environ-mental change a billion years ago that might have provided a driving force, "he says." One has to look to

features of biology that are not preserved in the geologic record." Page 34

Science, New Series, 1995, Volume 267, Number 5194, Pages 33-34
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16. Evolution of early Foraminifera, By Jan Pawlowski
However, due to the inadequate preservation of early unilocular (single-chambered) foraminiferal tests and

difficulties in their identification, the evolution of early foraminifers is poorly understood. Page 11494

The geological record of a group of organisms is marked by the appearance of its fossilized remains, yet the true

evolutionary history of the group may include a significant non fossilized period. Page 11494

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 2003, Volume 100, Number 20, Pages 11494–11498

17. Timing of Eukaryotic Evolution, By Emmanuel J. P. Douzery
Bilaterian metazoans first appeared at the end of the Late Proterozoic (600 Mya at the Doushantuo Formation) (7)

and were already quite diversified 530 Mya (8), suggesting a rapid diversification known as the Cambrian explosion.

Page 15386

A major concern in molecular dating is that independent studies based on multiple genes yielded highly variable

estimates. For example, the protostome deuterostome divergence time ranges from 573 to 1,200 Mya, albeit either

close to or drastically more ancient than the Cambrian explosion (13–23). Page 15386

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 2004, Volume 101, Number 43, Pages 5386–15391

18. The New View of Animal Phylogeny, By Kenneth M. Halanych
In the past decade, major new hypotheses of animal evolution have shaken traditional foundations and caused

researchers to abandon long-standing hypotheses. This change certainly provoked controversy, and many are critical

of these new hypotheses. Page 229

As should be clear from the previous discussion, understanding the early evolutionary events of animal history is

difficult. This situation has not been made any easier by the lack of a substantial fossil record before about 570 Mya.

Page 245

Annual Review of Ecology, 2004, Volume 35, Pages 229-256

20. The Cambrian Explosion Exploded?, By Richard Fortey
Other palaeontologists have questioned whether such rapid evolution is possible and have instead postulated a

phylogenetic "fuse"- an extended period of evolutionary genesis that has left little or no fossil record (2). Page 438

This differential evolution and dispersal, too, must have required a previous history of the group for which there is

no fossil record (6). Page 439

Trilobite-like trace fossils extend to the base of the Cambrian in Newfoundland, and it would be easy to conclude

that appropriate trace makers must have appeared still earlier, in the late Precambrian. But fossils of these alleged

ancestral arthropods are lacking. Page 439

The hunt is on for fossils that might cast light on these remote events. The chances of making such a discovery are

slim because the early animals would have lacked skeletons and shells and were almost certainly very small. Page

439

Even if evidence for an earlier origin is discovered, it remains a challenge to explain why so many animals should

have increased in size and acquired shells within so short a time at the base of the Cambrian. At the moment, there

are almost as many explanations as there are animals caught in this belated "explosion." But it is more than likely

that the evolutionary fuse was lit long before the Cambrian. Page 439
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Science, New Series, 2001, Volume 293, Number 5529, Pages 438-439

21. The Cambrian Explosion, By Mark McMenamin
Further, is it useful to search for a "trigger" for the Cambrian explosion? Page 97

PALAIOS, 1990, Volume 5, Number 2, Pages 97

23. A Trigger for the Cambrian Explosion?, By Richard A. Kerr
Before the Cambrian period began 542 million years ago, life was microscopic, vegetative, or just so odd that it now

seems otherworldly. Then, in a geologic moment, an evolutionary explosion littered the fossil record with the

recognizable remains of every basic form of animal that we know today. What caused this change is controversial.

Page 1547

Science, New Series, 2002, Volume 298, Number 5598, Pages 1547

27. The Cambrian Fossil Record, By Graham E. Budd
Whilst the "Cambrian Explosion" continues to attract much attention from a wide range of earth and life scientists,

the detailed patterns exhibited by the terminal Proterozoic-Early Cambrian biotas remain unclear, for reasons of

systematics, biostratigraphy and biogeography. Page 157

The first of these is that the apparent very rapid appearance of taxa in the record must inevitably imply a period of

cryptic evolution before this point (Dawkins, 1998; Cooper and Fortey, 1998). Secondly, high-profile "molecular

clock" estimates of the timing of splits between the various phyla have suggested that animal lineages actually

diverged up to 800 Ma or more before their appearance in the fossil record (e.g., Runnegar, 1982; Wray et al., 1996;

see review in Fortey et al., 2002). This sort of discrepancy clearly demands resolution. Page 157

Finally, the still-enigmatic preservation (Gehling, 1999) associated with the problematic Ediacaran fossils from the

terminal Proterozoic also provides an important window on evolution at this time, although as is well-known, the

significance of the fossils from this period is still widely debated (see e.g., Grazdhankin and Seilacher, 2002 for an

important recent contribution to the topic). Page 160

The age of the Cambrian has been difficult to constrain on both bio stratigraphic (Palmer, 1998; Geyer, 2001) and

absolute radiometric grounds (Bowring et al., 1993; Tucker and McKerrow, 1995). These problems in fact reach

back to the middle years of the 19th century, when Adam Sedgwick and Rodney Murchison clashed over its upper

boundary (see e.g., Cowie et al., 1972). Page 160

A complex mass of problems lies behind this unsatisfactory situation (see discussion in Brasier, 1989), consisting

(non-exhaustively) of nationalistic clashes in evaluating the importance of potential type sections; the existence of

extensive unconformities (i.e., missing periods of time) in the rock record; widespread endemism of taxa (leading to

difficulties in inter-continental correlation); the problems of correlating between different facies (e.g., the siliclastic

rocks of Newfoundland and the carbonates of Siberia) and the enormous difficulties of establishing a satisfactory

taxonomy, especially for small skeletal fossils that are often only components of multi-element skeletons. Page 160

However, before this intercontinental correlation can be refined and agreed on, several important biostratigraphic

problems must be resolved. Page 161

The biostratigraphic schemes erected from each of these do not fully agree with the others (e.g., as discussed by

Palmer, 1998). Another important problem is presented by the widespread unconformities near the base of the

Cambrian (Kouchinsky et al., 2001). Page 161
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At present therefore, most information about this critical early period comes from the trace fossil record (Jensen,

2003), and the "conventional" skeletal record. Both of these also present problems. Page 162

Integrative and Comparative Biology, 2003, Volume 43, Number 1, Pages 157-165

28. Exceptional Fossil Preservation, By Nicholas J. Butterfield
Appreciation of the relationship between taphonomic pathway and fossil expression serves as a useful tool for

interpreting exceptionally preserved, often problematic, early Cambrian fossils. Page 166

Here I will consider taphonomic issues relating to non-biomineralizing components of Proterozoic- Cambrian

transition with an eye both to testing the Cambrian explosion hypothesis, and as a tool to be used in the

interpretation of problematic fossils. Page 166

These so-called Ediacaran fossils stand as a fascinating and largely problematic prelude to the Cambrian explosion,

first appearing at ca. 570 Ma and continuing up to the base of the Cambrian, at which point they and their

preservational mode effectively, if not entirely (e.g., Jensen et al., 1999), disappear. Page 169

The relationship between differential preservation and original histology is nicely illustrated by the hyolithids, a

group of common but problematic early Paleozoic fossils with a four-part calcareous skeleton. Page 171

The absence of phosphatized hyolithids is more problematic however, especially given the Doushantuo-type

preservation of various embryos (Xiao et al., 1998; Bengtson and Zhao, 1997; Kouchinsky et al., 1999), and at least

the potential for extensive Santana-type phosphatization of muscle (Martill, 1990). Page 171

A similar argument can be applied to the interpretation of Wiwaxia, a problematic "worm" from the Burgess Shale

that Walcott (191 1) compared to modern polychaetous scale-worms. Page 171

Integrative and Comparative Biology, 2003, Volume 43, Number 1, Pages 166-177

30. Pulse of the Cambrian Radiation, By Bruce S. Lieberman
Still, fundamental questions remain about the timing of the radiation and also the tempo of evolution. Page 229

The debate about the timing of the Cambrian radiation has a significant pedigree, and two primary viewpoints exist.

Page 229

The issue of disparity and the Cambrian radiation is still a topic that is being intensely debated by palaeontologists

and evolutionary biologists but will not be the focus of this analysis. Page 233

Furthermore, some period of cryptic diversification must be acknowledged to have occurred prior to the appearance

of Early Cambrian organisms in their eponymous stratigraphic sections. Page 234

In the end, what will become important to know about the Cambrian radiation and indeed other major evolutionary

radiations in the fossil record is why there appears to be a lag between evolutionary origin and paleontological

manifestation. It is possible that this lag represents a basic flaw in the fossil record, but it may represent something

more significant. Page 235

Integrative and Comparative Biology, 2003, Volume 43, Number 1, Pages 229-237
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31. Major Transitions in Animal Evolution , By Peter W. H. Holland
Indeed, notwithstanding recent debates about the nature of Cambrian faunas (Gould, 1989; Conway Morris, 1994), a

remarkably small number of animal phyla have ever evolved: probably fewer than forty. Page 829

How such an axis inversion occurred is unclear and hotly debated. Page 833

American Zoologist, 1998, Volume 38, Number 6, Pages 829-842

32. Evolution in the Cambrian, By Andrew R. Parker
Various reasons for the cause of the Cambrian explosion have been suggested. These include an enhanced avail-

ability of food (particularly phytoplankton) related to a major event of oceanic upwelling (Rhodes & Bloxam 1968);

the attainment of a critical atmospheric oxygen level (Cloud 1968) or a decrease in the concentration of atmospheric

carbon dioxide (Walker 1977); the acquisition of collagen (Towe 1970); the expansion of shelf areas as a result of

worldwide marine transgression (Matthews & Cowie 1979); a sustained period of phosphogenesis, which reached a

maximum in the Early Cambrian (Cook & Shergold 1984); and breakthroughs in trophic strategy to fill all available

niches (McMenamin & Schulte McMenamin 1990). However, because there is evidence against most if not all of

the above explanations, the factors that caused the Cambrian explosion are considered by most workers to be

unknown. Page 968

Proceedings Of The Royal Society B, 1998, Volume 265, Number 1400, Pages 967-972

33. The Cambrian Explosion, By Jeffrey S. Levinton
Historically, the idea of an “explosion” developed from an apparent lack of bilaterian animal fossils before a certain

point in the fossil record. Page 855

Could these well-formed fossils have sprung from the inchoate, amorphous likely ancestors of animal life with no

intermediates? Hardly likely, argued Darwin. Page 855

Some species have characters that may place them as ancestral members of extant phyla (Conway Morris and Caron

2007), but controversy exists as to groups such as the halkyerids (Vinther and Nielsen 2005). Page 858

Table 2. Some possible causes of the Cambrian explosion. Page 861

External environmental changes Reference

Oxygenation of the deep ocean Fike et al. 2006

Drop in seawater temperature Robert and

Pulses of global warming from methane releases Kirschvink and Raub 2003

Snowball Earth with ice-free refuges Runnegar 2000

Key organismal/ecological innovations Reference

Appearance of brain or well-organized nervous system Stanley 1992

Appearance of anus, or other manifestations Cavalier-Smith 2006

Appearance of response to light and color Parker 1998

Predation and response of skeletonized fauna Vermeij 1990

Change in primary productivity regime/food Butterfield 1997

Internal developmental/genetic reorganizations Reference

Looser developmental organization Arthur 2000

Appearance of Hox genes Erwin et al. 1997

Genome or gene duplication Lundin 1999
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Will fossils pave the way? Only new discoveries, combined with sensible analysis of the status of morphological

characters, could allow paleontologists to revise the currently robust result that no obvious bilaterian body plans can

be found in rocks older than the Cambrian. The sudden appearance of such a complex biota in the Early Cambrian

argues that there may be a missing and probably rich ancestral biota earlier than the Cambrian. Page 863

Do scientists know enough to understand the pace of body plan evolution? If the fossil record tells us anything, it is

that evolution is dominated by radiations of form and genetic structure that are discontinuous in time. Page 863

BioScience, 2008, Volume 58, Number 9, Pages 855-864

37. The Cambrian Pananimalia Genome, By Susumu Ohno
It now appears that this Cambrian explosion, during which nearly all the extant animal phyla have emerged, was of
an astonishingly short duration, lasting only 6-10 million years. Page 8475
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 1996, Volume 96, Number , Pages 8475-8478
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